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What does it take to get more 

motivated? 





What is motivation?

Why we as humans do what we do or act the way we 

act

 A phenomenon studied by psychologists

 Three components to human motivation:

a) The degree to which someone values the rewards associated 

with completing the task

b) The degree to which someone believes they can accomplish a 

task

c) The degree to which someone works/participates in an 

environment conducive to completing the task.

Why is learning about motivation important to you?



List all the activities in your life that 

require motivation



What motivates you to do these 

things?

Eat

Sleep/Wake up

Practice

Study

Social time



BE CAREFUL! Notice the difference between 

wanting to do something and actually 

doing it.



Types of Motivation

Motivation is usually split into two types:

Intrinsic motivation

Extrinsic Motivation





Intrinsic Motivation

 Motivation that comes from the activity itself and the enjoyment 
expected from engaging in it 

 Most powerful type of motivation

 From / for yourself

 Why are you a music major?

 Other examples: 

 Desire to learn

 Desire to improve

 Need to survive

 Desire to achieve mastery

 Desire to fulfil your curiosity



Extrinsic Motivation

 Motivation that comes from secondary (and often nonmusical) rewards during or 

after musical participation

 An important supplement to intrinsic motivation

 Required when internal motivation is lower/lacking

 Often more present in early stages of learning

 Usually from others

 Why complete a 20-page history paper?

 Other Examples? 

 Prizes

 Prestige

 Pride of success

 Social standing

 Support of parents and teachers

 Thrill of competing





What are your strongest motivators?



How can you strengthen your intrinsic 

motivation?

 Recognize the purpose

 Seek out challenging activities (repertoire, teaching opportunities, 
public speaking, etc.)

 Try something new! 

 Explore music in new ways (improvise, arrange music, try 
performing/listening to new genres)

 Celebrate your successes

 Identify and create a work/life balance that suits you

 Create your own extrinsic motivators

 Seek encouragement from your family, teachers, and peers



Power of the teacher (Extrinsic)

 Teachers have a significant influence on the lives of students, especially 
their motivation.

 You can assign exercises that will help students improve, but how do you 
get them to actually do them?

 Effective Extrinsic Motivation

 Provide exploratory experiences for young students

 Be friendly and excited

 Provide an inspiring model of performance

 Relate music/exercises to non-musical activities (use analogies)

 Create challenging experiences

 Create variety and unique experiences

 Allow students to have ownership

 Praise successes

 Be encouraging



“The persistence that musicians show in learning activities is 

largely determined by their beliefs about music and about 

themselves. Students’ self-perceptions and their 

expectancies for success (or failure0 are strong indicators 

of achievement.”  

Lehmann, A.C., Sloboda, J. A., and Woody, R. H., 2007, p. 45-6. 



 Is it a motivator?

 Is it necessary?

 Advantages/disadvantages

Competition



 Create healthy competition

 Some rewards better to be issued in private

 When praising individuals, do not make comparisons

 Encourage all students to praise each other for success

 Make sure all students recognize their own successes



Summary

 We all experience highs and lows of motivation

 Beware of Burnout – know how to balance

 Motivation occurs in two forms: intrinsic and extrinsic

 Intrinsic motivation is powerful

 Extrinsic motivation is necessary at early stages

 Teachers, parents, and friends/peers are an important support system

 Competition can be a motivator but should be handled delicately

 Celebrate your successes and believe you can do it!
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